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also the earliest really authentic information on domestic and
foreign affairs.
Out of these detached and half-historical facts, associated
with the names of certain public men who figured in early
times, but hardly ever assigned to any fixed date, the Roman
historians again attempted to construct a consecutive narra-
tive of events. They arranged their facts in chronological
order, according to their own judgement; they invented
new heroes, for whom they had no warrant in tradition, and
described their exploits in detail; they told how these men
raised Rome above her neighbours and devised the Roman
constitution. This picture was to a large extent imaginary ;
and it was sophisticated further by writers in the latter half
of the second century and the beginning of the first, when they
sought to find in the remote past support for the political
and social reforms which they themselves advocated.
By careful analysis of these historical works it is possible
to comb out some political, religious, and constitutional facts
from the sixth century B. c. downwards ; but these facts are
so general that it is hardly possible to build upon them a
continuous and fairly complete history of Rome and Italy in
the fifth century and much of the fourth. For more remote times
the writings of the Roman historians are practically useless.
For this reason the results of archaeological research in
Italy are of special value in their bearing on primitive times.
They enable us to trace the cultural development of the country
from the Old Stone Age. To connect the results thus gained
with the statements of the Roman historians—especially with
their account of the distribution of different stocks in Italy—
is not easy. But a few points may be asserted positively;
and these few are of great importance, if we are to understand
the later history of the peninsula.
Geographically and geologically Italy bears a general
resemblance to Greece. The Apennine peninsula is a con-
tinuation of central Europe, which runs far down into the
Mediterranean. Italy is bounded on the north by the Alps.
Though the Alps appear at first sight to form an impenetrable
barrier between Italy and central Europe, they are not really
quite as formidable as they seem. For the great rivers of
central Europe—the Rhone, with its tributaries, flowing
south-west, and the Rhine, flowing north—rise in the Alps;
and it was possible to follow their courses as far as the passes

